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Preface

The events of the past few years have challenged today’s leaders as they’ve never 
been challenged before. The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, shifting economic 
conditions, supply chain crises, and widespread social and political unrest have 
forced leaders in all organizations to adapt to new ways of working and examine 
their assumptions about the best ways to help followers and organizations suc-
ceed. Leaders are struggling to make sense of the shifting environment, keep up 
with fast-changing events, and learn how to lead the people in their companies 
effectively and successfully in the midst of turmoil. This edition of The Leadership 
Experience addresses themes and issues that are directly relevant to the current 
fast-shifting environment. My vision for the eighth edition is to give students an 
exciting, applied, and comprehensive view of what leadership is like in today’s 
world. The Leadership Experience integrates the most recent leadership ideas and 
applications with established scholarly research in a way that makes the topic of 
leadership come alive. Organizations are undergoing major changes, and this text-
book addresses the qualities and skills leaders need in this rapidly evolving world.

Recent chaotic events, combined with factors such as a growing need for cre-
ativity and innovation in organizations, the widespread use of social media, the 
growth of e-commerce and mobile commerce, the use of virtual and remote teams, 
globalization, and other ongoing transformations, place new demands on leaders 
that go far beyond the topics traditionally taught in courses on management or 
organizational behavior. My experiences teaching leadership to students and man-
agers, and working with leaders to change their organizations, have affirmed for 
me the value of traditional leadership concepts while highlighting the importance 
of including new ideas and applications.

The Leadership Experience thoroughly covers the history of leadership studies 
and the traditional theories but goes beyond that to incorporate valuable ideas 
such as leading hybrid work and remote teams, igniting individual purpose, fol-
lower engagement, the leader’s duty to followers, fixed versus growth mindsets, 
the importance of trust, challenges of diversity and inclusion, leadership vision, 
shaping a healthy vs toxic culture and values, leadership courage, and the impor-
tance of moral leadership. The book expands the treatment of leadership to cap-
ture the excitement of the subject in a way that motivates students and challenges 
them to develop their leadership potential.

New Concepts and Examples in the Eighth Edition
A primary focus for revising The Leadership Experience, eighth edition, has been to 
relate leadership concepts and theories to real events in today’s organizations and give 
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• leading agile teams 
• hybrid work and remote teams 
• using fixed vs growth mindsets 
• leading with humility
•  the rise of mindfulness and 

meditation 
•  positive leadership (leading with 

love vs fear) 
• moral awareness
• optimism bias
• the meaning of courage

• leading with grit
• enhancing follower engagement 
• the leader’s duty to followers 
• igniting individual purpose
• addressing microaggressions
• becoming an ally for inclusion
• collective activism 
• toxic vs healthy cultures 
•  leadership coaching and  

feedback
• the change-leadership iceberg

Some of the new examples of leaders and leadership within organizations that 
show practical applications of key concepts include:

•  Judith McKenna, Walmart 
International 

• Hamdi Ulukaya, Chobani 
• Julia Paige, Uber 
• Jeff Bezos, Amazon 
• Haier Group 
• Greta Thunberg 
•  Academy of Motion Picture Arts 

and Sciences 
• Luz Damaris Rosario, Goya Foods
• George Zimmer, Men’s Wearhouse 
•  Martha Stewart, Martha Stewart  

Living Omnimedia 
•  Tho Bella Dinh-Zarr, former vice 

chair of National Transportation 
Safety Board

• Vijay Sankaran, TD Ameritrade 
•  Kevin Warren, Big Ten Athletic  

Conference 
•  COVID-19 response team at Cherry 

Springs Village 
• Jack Ma, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. 
• Miranda Wang, BioCellection 
• New York Police Department 
• Dan Lin, Rideback 
• Elon Musk, Tesla
• Roz Brewer, Starbucks 
• Sharon Daniels, Arria NLG 

• Pfizer and BioNTech
•  Cancer Treatment Centers of 

America
• NASCAR
• Caroline Lim, PSA International 
• Wegmans Food Markets 
•  Suzanne Shank, Siebert Williams 

Shank & Company 
• Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook 
•  Cheng Wei, Didi Chuxing 

Technology Company 
• Pete Carroll, Seattle Seahawks
• Eileen Fisher, Inc.
• Evan Spiegel, Snap 
• ButcherBox
• First Nations leaders
•  António Horta-Osório, Lloyd’s 

Banking Group 
• Buurtzorg
• Sadler’s Wells Theatre
• Dorothee Ritz, Microsoft
•  Ed Catmull, Walt Disney Animation 

Studios 
• Jane Fraser, Citigroup
•  Urban Meyer, Jacksonville  

Jaguars 
• Thomas Marting, GOJO Industries 
• Ed Stack, Dick’s Sporting Goods

students opportunities to practice and build leadership skills. Each chapter has been 
revised and updated to bring in current issues and events that leaders are facing.

Topics and application examples that have been added or expanded in the 
eighth edition include:
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New and Distinguishing Features
This book has a number of special features that are designed to make the material 
accessible and valuable to students.

New Real-World Examples The Leadership Experience, eighth edition, is loaded 
with nearly 250 new examples of leaders in both traditional and contemporary or-
ganizations. Each chapter opens with a real-life example that relates to the chapter 
content, and several additional examples engage students within the chapter by 
their highlighting with red typeface. The many examples in each chapter spotlight 
real leader activities within a wide variety of organizations including education, 
the military, government agencies, businesses, and nonprofit organizations.

New Put It Into Practice Mini Exercises A significant new feature, Put It Into Prac-
tice, challenges students to take a small first step in practicing leadership thinking and 
behaviors. Each chapter contains about eight new Put It Into Practice mini exercises, 
approximately one for each major chapter section. This new feature helps students ap-
ply the chapter concepts in their own lives and challenges them to take a small step to 
practice a leadership behavior, mindset, or influence to develop leadership thinking and 
skills. These mini exercises use both mental and physical action to gain student involve-
ment in their skill development. Mental action is in the form of reflective practices by 
analyzing their own experiences, or by using mental imagery to visualize new behavior. 
Physical action is in the form of taking a first step toward a new leadership behavior, or 
by taking a step toward influencing others when in a team or leadership role.

There are multiple ways instructors can assign specific practices. Instructors 
might use some combination of the following: 

•  Have students select a few mini practices and write a brief paper describing 
their experiences and what they learned

•  Have students try specific practices and arrange student peer discussions in-
class or online about their experiences 

•  Have students try a select number of practices each week or from each chapter
•  Have students repeat self- or instructor-selected practices multiple times until 

students feel competent with those practices
•  Have students do the exercises completely on their own according to their 

own preference

A few examples of the topics covered in these exercises involve expressing 
positive support toward others, practicing democratic and autocratic leadership 
styles, practicing humility, enhancing personal optimism, assessing follower read-
iness, and practicing better focus.

Think on This Each chapter contains a Think on This box that is personal, com-
pelling, and inspiring. This box may be a saying from a famous leader, or wisdom 
from the ages. These Think on This boxes provide novel and interesting material 
to expand the reader’s thinking about the leadership experience.

Leader’s Bookshelf In this edition, eight of the 15 chapters have new Leader’s 
Bookshelf reviews. A unique feature of The Leadership Experience is that each 
chapter includes a review of a recent book relevant to the chapter’s content. The 
Leader’s Bookshelf connects students to issues and topics being read and dis-
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cussed in the worlds of academia, business, military, education, and nonprofit 
organizations.

Leadership Practice: Know Yourself An important aspect of learning to be 
a leader involves looking inward for greater self-understanding, and the eighth 
edition provides many opportunities for this type of self-reflection. Each chapter 
includes three short questionnaires that enable students to learn about their own 
leadership beliefs, values, competencies, and skills. These exercises help students 
gauge their current standing and connection to the chapter concepts and examples 
for expanding their own leadership abilities. A few of the Know Yourself topics 
involve engagement, networking, ethical maturity, grit, leading diverse people, 
communicating with candor, leadership courage, and positive leadership. Know 
Yourself assessments related to basic leadership abilities such as listening skills, 
emotional intelligence, motivating others, and using power and influence are also 
included. Additional self-assessments are available within MindTap.

New Team-Focused Experiential Exercises The practice-based focus of this 
text is enhanced with 15 new experiential exercises, called Leadership Skill-Building 
Exercises. There are now two engaging, informative, and practical skill-building 
exercises at the end of each chapter that will involve students in applying chapter 
concepts in small groups to learn more about applying leadership practices while 
gaining new self-insights. Many of these exercises are designed so students can 
complete them on their own outside of class and are specifically designed to use 
in class or online as part of a group activity. 

Cases for Analysis The second end-of-chapter activity, Leadership Skills Applica-
tion: Cases for Analysis, provides two short, problem-oriented cases for analysis. These 
cases test the student’s ability to apply concepts when dealing with real-life leadership 
issues. While the Leadership Skill-Building exercises and the feedback questionnaires 
assess the student’s progress as a leader, the cases challenge the student’s cognitive 
understanding and problem-solving applications of leadership ideas. 

Supplements
Additional instructor resources for this product are available online. Instructor as-
sets include an Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoint® slides, and a test bank powered 
by Cognero®. Sign up or sign in at www.cengage.com to search for and access this 
product and its online resources.
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Your Leadership Challenge 
After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

1-1  Explain  the full meaning of leadership and see the leadership potential in yourself and others.

1-2 Describe the five fundamental transformations facing today’s leaders and organizations.

1-3 Summarize the fundamental differences between leadership and management.

1-4  Explain how leadership has evolved and how historical approaches apply to the practice of 
leadership today.

1-5  Identify the primary reasons for leadership derailment and the new paradigm skills that can help 
you avoid it.

1-6 Discover how to use this textbook to learn the most about leadership.

What Does It Mean 
to Be a Leader?

C h a p t e r

1
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 Chapter 1 • What Does It Mean to Be a Leader? 3

Abraham Lincoln was born in a one-room log cabin, had little formal edu-
cation, and had less leadership experience than any previous U. S. presi-
dent, yet when historians rank the “greatest presidents,” Lincoln often tops 

the list. There are many facets to the greatness of the country’s 16th president, 
but among the characteristics most frequently cited are the empathy, humility, 
self-awareness, and self-discipline that enabled him to communicate and con-
nect with others, establish a sense of purpose, build trust, accept criticism and 
advice, and incorporate opposing viewpoints to build a collaborative working  
environment.

During the Civil War, Lincoln formed a cabinet made up of political rivals. He 
kept his own principles clear, but he was always open to criticism and debate. 
Lincoln had a strong commitment to serve the higher interests of the American 
people rather than his personal goals and ego. His ability to control his emotions 
and stay committed to a vision even under intense hardship, his commitment to go 
into the field and establish connections with soldiers and the general public, and 
his willingness to listen to dissenting opinions and to share credit for successes 
and take blame for failures all tapped into a deep longing within people for gen-
uine leadership.1

Abraham Lincoln was a highly visible leader who had a significant influence 
on people across the United States and around the world. Yet the leadership quali-
ties Lincoln exemplified are especially relevant to the many leaders who quietly go 
about the business of leading teams, companies, and communities day after day. 
Every company, sports team, government agency, family, nonprofit organization, 
social cause, and community group needs good leadership to succeed.

1-1 Why We Need Effective Leadership
Many of us think of leadership in a way similar to what U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Potter Stewart said about obscenity in reviewing a 1964 pornography case: we 
may not be able to define it but “we know it when we see it.”2 People can clearly 
see leadership in the life and career of Abraham Lincoln, but many are having a 
hard time seeing it in some current political, business, military, and even religious 
leaders. Nearly every month brings a new report of a leader somewhere lying to, 
misleading, or cheating employees, customers, or the community. Leaders have a 
big impact, and their impact can be positive or negative.

Consider what happened at Wells Fargo. The company’s long-time stellar repu-
tation was seriously tarnished when it was discovered that employees were open-
ing fake bank and credit card accounts and forcing customers into unnecessary 
fee-generating products in order to meet impossibly high sales goals set by top 
leaders. Eventually, the U.S. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau revealed that 
the scheme lasted more than a decade and involved around 5,000 employees. The 
bank’s CEO and other high-level leaders resigned and were punished financially 
after first trying to shift the blame to lower-level employees.3

Leadership is difficult. For anyone in a leadership position, things can quickly 
go wrong, and weak skills, lax attention to ethics, or carelessness can intensify 
the difficulty. Within one week, the lofty aspirations of three chief executives 
ended in disappointment. The CEO of WeWork stepped down after an inflated 
company valuation was revealed while taking the company public; the chief of 
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4 Part 1 • Introduction to Leadership

eBay stepped down during disagreements with the board and questions about 
performance; and the reigning chief executive of Volkswagen was charged with 
market manipulation and misleading investors. Soon after these events, the CEO 
of luggage company Away stepped down after an investigative article revealed a 
toxic work culture.4 

Yet there are successful leaders working in every organization, large and small. 
In fact, quality leadership is all around us every day, in all facets of our lives. 
Before we can examine what makes an effective leader, we need to know what 
leadership means. Scholars and other writers have offered hundreds of definitions 
of the term leadership, prompting James McGregor Burns to conclude that lead-
ership “is one of the most observed and least understood phenomena on earth.”5 
Defining leadership has been a complex and elusive problem largely because the 
nature of leadership itself is complex.

1-1a Defining Leadership
Leadership studies are an evolving discipline, and the concept of leadership will 
continue to develop. For the purpose of this book, we will focus on a single defi-
nition that delineates the essential elements of the leadership process: Leadership 
is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real changes 
and outcomes that reflect their shared purposes.6

Exhibit 1.1 summarizes the key elements in this definition. Leadership in-
volves influence; it occurs among people; those people intentionally desire sig-
nificant changes and improvements; and the changes reflect purposes shared by 
leaders and followers. Influence means that the relationship among people is not 
passive; however, also inherent in this definition is the concept that influence is 
multidirectional and noncoercive. The basic cultural values in North America make 
it easiest to think of leadership as something a leader does to a follower.7 However, 

Leadership
an influence relation-
ship among leaders 
and followers who in-
tend real changes and 
outcomes that reflect 
their shared purposes

Exhibit 1.1

What Leadership Involves

Leader

Change
Shared
purpose

Followers
Personal

responsibility
and integrity

In�uence Intention
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leadership is reciprocal. In most organizations, superiors influence subordinates, 
but subordinates also influence superiors. The people involved in the relationship 
want substantive changes—leadership involves creating improvements, not main-
taining the status quo. In addition, the changes sought are not dictated by leaders 
but reflect purposes that leaders and followers share. Moreover, change is toward 
an outcome that both the leader and the followers want, a desired future or shared 
purpose that motivates them toward this more preferable outcome. An important 
aspect of leadership is influencing others to come together around a common 
vision. Thus, leadership involves the influence of people to bring about change 
toward a desirable future.

Stacey Abrams, the former minority leader in the Georgia state House of 
Representatives, united people around a vision of making sure all people in 
the United States have the opportunity to thrive and all eligible voters can have 
their voices heard. Abrams founded the voting rights organization Fair Fight in 
2019 to address issues of voter suppression and enhance voter protection mea-
sures. Many have credited Abrams’ vision and strategy of increasing voter turn-
out among Georgia’s Black, Latino, and Asian voters for laying the groundwork 
for President Joe Biden’s victory and the election of other Democratic candidates 
in that state. “It’s been an uphill battle,” said Felicia Davis, a long-time voter or-
ganizer in Clayton County, Georgia. Because here, we’re not just women, we’re 
Southern women. And we’re not just Southern women, we’re Southern Black 
women.”8

Also, leadership is a people activity and is distinct from administrative 
paperwork or planning activities. Leadership occurs among people; it is not 
something done to people. Since leadership involves people, there must be 
followers. An individual performer who achieves excellence as a scientist, mu-
sician, athlete, or cabinet maker may be a leader in their field of expertise but 
is not a leader as defined in this book unless followers are involved. Followers 
are an important part of the leadership process, and all leaders are sometimes 
followers as well. Good leaders know how to follow, and they set an exam-
ple for others. The issue of intention or will means that people—leader and  
followers—are actively involved in the pursuit of change. Each person takes 
personal responsibility to achieve the desired future.

One stereotype is that leaders are somehow different, that they are above oth-
ers; however, in reality, the qualities needed for effective leadership are the same 
as those needed to be an effective follower.9 Effective followers think for them-
selves and carry out assignments with energy and enthusiasm. They are committed 
to something outside their own self-interest, and they have the courage to stand 
up for what they believe. Good followers are not “yes people” who blindly follow 
a leader. Effective leaders and effective followers may sometimes be the same 
people, playing different roles at different times. At its best, leadership is shared 
among leaders and followers, with everyone fully engaged and accepting higher 
levels of responsibility.

1-1b Emergent Leadership
Using this definition of leadership makes clear that leadership can come from 
anyone. Emergent leadership, also called informal leadership, is the extent to 
which an individual with no formal status or authority is perceived by members of 
a group as demonstrating leader-like influence.10 Emergent or informal leaders get 

Emergent  
leadership
the extent to which 
an individual with no 
formal status or au-
thority is perceived by 
members of a group as 
demonstrating leader- 
like influence
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6 Part 1 • Introduction to Leadership

their authority based on personal qualities such as having a mission, being able to 
inspire others, and demonstrating passion.

When we stop equating leadership with greatness and public visibility, it be-
comes easier to see our own opportunities for leadership and recognize the lead-
ership of people we interact with every day. Leaders come in all shapes and sizes, 
and many true leaders are working behind the scenes. Leadership that has big 
outcomes often starts small.

 ● In September 2018, when she was 16 years old, environmental activist  
Greta Thunberg started skipping school on Fridays so she could protest 
government inaction on climate change at Sweden’s Parliament in Stock-
holm. By March 15, 2019, the one-person sit-in had turned into more than 
1,700 “climate strikes” under Thunberg’s “Fridays for Future” banner. The 
mass protest attracted the attention and support of formal leaders and got 
Thunberg nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize.11

 ● To attack the anxiety, stress, and fearfulness among nurses caring for 
COVID-19 patients, Emily Fawcett, a nurse at Lenox Hill Hospital, started 
“hope huddles,” in which nurses and doctors gather on either side of a 
hallway to cheer COVID patients being discharged. The practice, which 
spread to hospitals nationwide, replaces negative feelings with positive 
emotions and makes people feel more hopeful about their work. “It really 
brings a smile to everyone’s day and . . . keeps them going through another 
long shift,” Fawcett said.12

Informal leaders often emerge in ambiguous and unstructured situations 
such as the environmental activism movement and other social causes. They also 
emerge in business organizations when there is ambiguity and a lack of formal 
leadership. In fact, a comparative analysis of the difference between formal and 
informal leaders on six leadership competencies—shared vision, communication, 
relationships, community, guidance, and character—found that informal leaders 
scored higher in every area.13

There are opportunities for leadership all around us that involve influence and 
change toward a desired goal or outcome. The leaders of tomorrow’s organizations 
will come from anywhere and everywhere, just as they always have. Do you have 
the capacity and commitment required for taking a leadership role in your school, 
community, or workplace? You can start now, wherever you are, to practice lead-
ership in your own life. Leadership is an everyday way of acting and thinking that 
has little to do with a title or formal position in an organization. As we will discuss 
in the following section, business leaders need to understand this tenet more than 
ever in the world of the twenty-first century.

Put It Into 
Practice 1.1
Do not wait for 
a formal leader 
position to start 
practicing lead-
ership. Identify 
right now a need 
or opportunity for 
informal leadership 
within your current 
situation and write 
it down.

Remember This:
 ● Every company, team, government agency, family, nonprofit organization, so-
cial cause, and community group needs good leadership to succeed. Leaders 
have a lot of impact, and their influence can be positive or negative. Without 
effective leadership, things can quickly go wrong.
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1-2 The New Reality for Leaders
Social media. COVID-19 pandemic. Remote work and virtual teams. Globalization. 
Artificial intelligence. Social justice movements. Geopolitical wars. Climate change 
and resource scarcity. Redistribution of economic power. Massive changes in the 
world mean today’s leaders are facing challenges they couldn’t even imagine just 
a few years ago. In a survey by the Center for Creative Leadership, 84 percent of 
leaders surveyed say the demands of effective leadership changed significantly 
within the first few years of the twenty-first century.14 And that was even before 
digital technologies and social media began reshaping everyday life and work. 
Social connectedness and mobility have become central aspects of every leader’s 
job. The Leader’s Bookshelf describes what it takes to lead effectively in today’s 
digital world.

Some historians and other scholars believe our world is undergoing a trans-
formation more profound and far-reaching than any experienced since the 
dawn of the modern age and the Industrial Revolution more than 500 years 
ago. This transformation requires a transition from a traditional to a new lead-
ership paradigm, as outlined in Exhibit 1.2.15 A paradigm is a shared mindset 
that represents a fundamental way of thinking about, perceiving, and under-
standing the world.

Although many leaders are still operating from an old-paradigm mindset, as 
outlined in the first column of Exhibit 1.2, they are increasingly ineffective. Suc-
cessful leaders will respond to the new reality outlined in the second column of 
the exhibit.

Paradigm
a shared mindset that 
represents a funda-
mental way of think-
ing about, perceiving, 
and understanding the 
world

 ● Leadership is an influence relationship among leaders and followers 
who intend real changes and outcomes that reflect their shared purposes. 
Thus, leadership involves people in a relationship, influence, change,  
a shared purpose, and taking personal responsibility to make things  
happen.

 ● Most of us are aware of famous leaders, but most leadership that changes  
the world starts small and may begin with personal frustrations about 
events that prompt people to initiate change and inspire others to follow 
them.

 ● Emergent leadership, also called informal leadership, is the extent to which 
an individual with no formal status or authority is perceived by members of 
a group as demonstrating leader-like influence.

 ● Greta Thunberg is an example of an emergent or informal leader in the 
worldwide environmental movement.

 ● Your leadership may be expressed in the classroom, at work, or in your 
neighborhood, religious community, or volunteer organizations.
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1-2a From Stabilizer to Crisis Manager
In the past, many leaders assumed that if they could just keep things running on 
a steady, even keel, the organization would be successful. Yet today’s world is in 
constant motion, and nothing seems certain anymore. The COVID-19 pandemic 
irrevocably shattered the illusion of stability for leaders around the world in 2020, 
but numerous other incidents have challenged leaders’ belief that they can be suc-
cessful without good crisis management abilities. Consider the following recent 
events:

 ● At the start of 2019, Boeing had won more orders for the 737 MAX jetliner 
than any model in the company’s history. Less than three months later the 
plane was grounded and Boeing was in the middle of a crisis, trying to 
explain two fatal crashes that caused 350 deaths. The failure of Boeing’s 
then-CEO and other top leaders to quickly step forward and assuage the 
concerns of regulators and the public allowed the crisis to escalate. Boeing’s 
board of directors voted to suspend production of the troubled jetliner and 
ousted the CEO. The 737 MAX crisis led to Boeing losing its title of world’s 
largest plane maker to rival Airbus.16

 ● The CEO of Volkswagen resigned and several other high-level leaders were 
fired in 2015 after the company acknowledged using software in diesel 

Exhibit 1.2

The New Reality for Leaders

Old Paradigm
Leader

New Paradigm
Leader

Stabilizer Crisis
Manager

Diversity
Avoider

Diversity
Promoter

Hero Humble

Competitor Collaborator

Controller Facilitator

From To
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vehicles designed to cheat U.S. emissions tests. Actual exhaust emissions 
turned out to be up to 40 times higher than the emission tests revealed. The 
company continues to suffer from the emissions crisis.17

Most leaders, whether in business, politics, the military, education, social ser-
vices, the arts, or the world of sports, recognize that trying to maintain stability in 
a world of unexpected and far-reaching change is a losing battle. “You have to be 
able to react very quickly,” said Ellen Kullman, retired CEO of DuPont. “And the 
world is so connected that the feedback loops are more intense.”18

Today’s best leaders accept the inevitability of change and crisis and tap into 
them as potential sources of energy and self-renewal. Adaptability is the watch-
word of the day.

Put It Into 
Practice 1.2
Prepare in advance 
by writing down 
your response to a 
potential change or 
crisis on the horizon 
for you.

Leader’s Bookshelf
Amit Mukherjee, professor of lead-
ership at Hult International Busi-
ness School, argues that the mas-
sive growth of digital technology 
has fundamentally changed what is 
required to be an effective leader. 
Mukherjee draws on a global sur-
vey of 700 middle and senior exec-
utives, along with interviews of top 
leaders around the world, to lay 
out the crucial practices for leading 
in a digital era.

How to Lead in the Digital Era
Mukherjee first categorizes the ef-
fects of new digital technology on 
reshaping organizations and the 
nature of effective leadership. Dig-
ital technologies, he says, require 
globally dispersed organizations 
that cannot fill key leadership po-
sitions from a single homogenous 
group. Moreover, digital technol-
ogies distribute work over space 
and time. For example, networks of 
companies co-design automobiles 
and airplanes. Hence, leaders can-
not rely on their skills of hierarchi-
cal control of a single organization. 
Finally, leaders can no longer rely 
on assembly line-type efficiency and 
productivity when digital technolo-
gies and events are changing fast, 
demanding new levels and types 
of value creation. For example,  

Leading in the Digital World: How to Foster 
Creativity, Collaboration, and Inclusivity by Amit S. Mukherjee

new app platforms host armies of 
developers and social media offer  
unprecedented access to the personal  
lives of users. 

Leading in the Digital World 
then offers insight into the mind-
sets and practices for leadership 
success in a digital world, including 
the following broad guidelines:

 ● Commit to Inclusivity. At a time 
when work and talent may be 
located anywhere in the world, 
the best leaders embrace diver-
sity as an asset. Mukherjee de-
cries the “bro culture” mindset 
that continues to characterize 
some organizations and empha-
sizes that, “[i]nclusionary mind-
sets, behaviors, and actions are 
essential because limiting one’s 
access to talent is unfathomably 
illogical.”

 ● Emphasize Collaboration. In a 
digital world, Mukherjee asserts 
that the generalist (a leader 
with broad knowledge, who is 
always open to learning) is more 
effective than the specialist (a 
leader with deep knowledge in 
a specific area). Broad knowl-
edge and a willingness to learn 
enables a leader to embrace 
worldwide collaboration across 
traditional boundaries at the 

team and organizational levels. 
“Collaboration is critically im-
portant, because the digital . . . 
world requires leaders to bring 
together knowledge, resources, 
and diverse people in the pur-
suit of goals,” Mukherjee writes.

 ● Make Creativity a Top Priority.  
Emphasizing collaboration and 
inclusivity, in turn, supports 
creativity. Today, organizations 
must be continually changing 
and adapting. The old mindset 
of “managing for productivity, 
not creativity” is a significant 
obstacle in a digital world. Lead-
ers need a new approach to take 
the risks that nurture creativity 
and bring new ideas to life. 

Conclusion
Mukherjee makes a compelling 
case that digital technologies re-
quire leaders in all types of organi-
zations and situations to embrace 
inclusiveness, collaboration, and 
creativity. Leading in the Digital 
World doesn’t provide all the an-
swers, but it is a great starting 
point for leaders to delve into the 
questions they face in the rapidly 
evolving digital world.

Source: Leading in the Digital World, by 
Amit S. Mukherjee, is published by MIT 
Press.
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